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A Note From the Staff

By the time this issue reaches you, John Spragens, Jr., the Center's
"Indochina hand," will have returned from a reporting trip to Vietnam. This
is the third visit by a Center staff-member since 1975. Lowell Finley gave an
account of his 1976 visit in issue 49. Martha Winnacker reported on her 1977
visit in issue 56-57. John's last stay in Vietnam was in 1974, when he was in
Saigon as a freelance correspondent. His report on what he finds this time
will be included in the Vietnam issue ofour "Indochina I980"series. Look for
it in December. We believe that these first-hand reports are crucial especially
when Vietnam is a part of so many regional controversies. But we can't afford
to pay the expenses from our regular budget. We have raised part ofthe cost of
this trip but will need extra help. We appreciate your contributions, all of
which are tax-deductible.

Philippine update . . .
The Marcos regime now admits that its soldiers killed Kalinga leader

Macli-ing Dulag (highlighted in issue 73). The excuse: Macli-ing was "play
ing off the soldiers against the local New People's Army unit," and the
soldiers who came to his house "heard the sound of a gun being cocked."
The widely reported murder of Macli-ing has generated a tide of outrage

around the world. In cooperation with the Friends of the Filipino People, we
mailed out information about Macli-ing's death to groups and individuals
concerned about tribal Filipinos. We have since received numerous copies of
protest letters sent to Marcos and the World Bank in response to our mailing.
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As we go to press we have just learned that the Asian Center will sponsor an
international conference on East Timor later this year. The conference, to be
held near the United Nations in New York, will help focus American and world
attention the famine and refugee situation in Timor. The dates are tenta
tively set for October 19 and 20. with most of the conference activities on the
second day. Participants will include United Nations delegate.s, scholars, re
ligious leaders, activists and representatives from the voluntary aid community.
The conference will gef a btHist from several related projects. Asian Center
reprc.sentatives plan to visit Timorese refugees in Portugal to collect materials
for an exhibit on the culture of the country. They will also try to arrange for a

-tn?- tf c SIX times a year. Subscriptiotu are:

All contributions are tax-exempt
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Isolation is the traditional enemy of
the Timorese. For centuries, East Timor
was a lonely outpost of Portuguese colon
ialism, insulated from the main currents
of world events as much by the anachro
nism that was the Portuguese empire as
by its physical distance from Lisbon. As
Australian journalist Jill Jolliffe points
out, the old enemy has returned, this
time under the sponsorship of Indone
sian expansionism.

Physical isolation of the Timorese is a
key aspect of Indonesia's strategy in East
Timor. This policy was inaugurated by
the murder of five Australian journalists
in October 1975, two months before the
Indonesian invasion of Dili. It was

strengthened and expanded when the
Indonesians set up a naval blockade of
Timor in September 1976. The embargo
on physical access and information be
came increasingly important as Indone
sian military tactics caused mass star
vation, which threatened to make the
Timor situation a matter for world

scrutiny.

By isolating East Timor, the Indone
sian government hoped to convince the
world, the Indonesian public and the
Timorese of an Indonesian version of
events in the newly acquired territory.
This issue of the Southeast Asia Chron

icle is a contribution toward breaking
Timor's isolation and exposing Indone
sian lies.

We have reprinted Noam Chomsky's
expose of the U.S. government and
American news media roles in masking

Fretilin literacy class, November, 1975

Indonesian genocide in East Timor. In
our article on Fretilin, we show how de
spite serious setbacks, the Timorese re
sistance continues as the Fretilin leader

ship develops a new strategy built on the
lessons of the past five years. Our de
scription of relief efforts in "The Uses
of Hunger" counters Indonesian claims
that humanitarian aid is the only re
maining issue of concern in East Timor.

Part of the reason for East Timor's
isolation is its size. Smallness is a disad

vantage in the calculus of international
power politics. Liberation movements

are supposed to break this politics of ex
pediency by counterposing the power of
aggrieved peoples against their initially
more powerful oppressors. But Fretilin
has not received the consistent support
of countries which, by the logic of their
own victorious liberation struggles,
should have helped. This is the subject
of the review of Timorese diplomacy. If
we conclude that the Timorese struggle
is a just one, it deserves our support. And
Timor's need for our principled and con
sistent support is great, precisely because
its territory is so small. □
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A CURTAIN

OF IGNORANCE

By Noam Chomsky

The United States bears a direct responsibility for
the suffering in East Timor, but American mass
media have distorted and ignored events there.

Why should we devote attention to East Timor, a small
and remote place that most Americans have never
even heard of? There are two reasons, each more thanT  T even heard of? There are two reasons, each more than

sufficient. The first is that East Timor has been, and still is, the
scene of enormous massacres and suffering. Many of the terrible
things that happen in the world are out of our control. We may
deplore them, but we cannot do very much about them. This
case is quite different, hence far more important. What has
happened and what lies ahead are very much under our control,
so directly that the blood is on our hands. The second reason is
that by considering what has happened in East Timor since
1975, we can leam some important things about ourselves,
about our society and our institutions. If we do not like what we
find when we look at the facts—and few will fail to be appalled
if they take an honest look—we can work to bring about
changes in the practices and structure of institutions that cause
terrible suffering and slaughter. To the extent that we see
ourselves as citizens in a democratic community, we have a
responsibility to devote our energies to these ends. The recent
history of Timor provides a revealing insight into the policies of
the U.S. government, the factors that enter into determining
them, and the ways in which our ideological system functions.
The bare facts are as follows. Hast Timor was a Portuguese

colony. The Western half of the island of Timor, a Dutch
colony, became part of Indonesia when Indonesia gained its
own independence. After the Portuguese revolution of 1974,
several political parties emerged in East Timor, of which two,
UDT and Fretilin, had significant popular support. In August
1975, an attempted coup by UDT, backed and perhaps inspired
by Indonesia, led to a brief civil war in which 2-3,000 people
were killed. By early September, Fretilin had emerged victor-
ous. The country was open to foreign observers including rep
resentatives of the International Red Cross and Australian aid

Noam Chomsky is Professor oj Linguistics at M.l. T. His most
recent book, The Political Economy of Human Rights
(co-authored by Edward S. Herman), includes a more
detailed analysis ofhuman rights violations in hidunesia and
East Timor. This article was originally writtenfor the Asian
Center in New York.

organizations, journalists, and others. Their reactions were
quite positive. They were impressed by the level of popular
support and the sensible measures of agricultural reform, lit
eracy programs, and so on, that were being undertaken. The
outstanding Australian specialist on East Timor, James Dunn,
describes Fretilin at the time as "populist Catholic."
The territory was then at peace, apart from Indonesian mili

tary attacks at the border and naval bombardment. Indonesian
military harassment began immediately after the Fretilin vic
tory in September, including a commando attack that killed
five Australian journalists, a clear and well-understood waming
to foreigners that the Indonesian military wanted no one to
observe what it was contemplating. Fretilin requested that
Portugal take responsibility for the process of decolonization
and called on other countries to send observers, but there was
no response. Recognizing that international support would not
be forthcoming, Fretilin declared independence on November
28, 1975. On December 7, Indonesia launched a full-scale
invasion, capturing the capital city of Dili. The attack took
place a few hours after the departure of President Gerald Ford
and Henry Kissinger from Jakarta. There is no serious doubt
that the United States knew of the impending invasion and
specifically authorized it. Ford has conceded as much in an in
terview with Jack Anderson, November 9, 1979, while claim
ing ignorance of the exact circumstances {Washington Post).
The invading Indonesian army was 90 percent supplied with

U.S. arms. In congressional hearings, government representa
tives testified that the United States had imposed a six-month
arms ban in response to the invasion, but this was so secret that
Indonesia knew nothing about it. Arms continued to flow, and
in fact new offers of arms were made, including counterinsur-
gency equipment, during the period of the "arms ban," as was
conceded by administration spokesmen when the facts were
exposed by Cornell University Indonesian specialist Ben An
derson. The invasion was bloody and brutal. Subsequently
Indonesia extended its aggression to other parts of the territory,
and by 1977-78 was engaged in a program of wholesale destruc
tion including massive bombardment, forced population re
moval , destruction of villages and crops, and all the familiar
techniques used by modem armies to subjugate a resisting



population. The precise scale of the atrocities is difficult to
assess, in parr because Indonesia refused to admit outside ob
servers, for reasons that are readily understood. Even the Inter
national Red Cross was excluded. But there has been ample
evidence hom refugees, letters smuggled out, church sources
the occasional journalist granted a brief guided tour and the
Indonesian authorities themselves. If the facts were not known
in the West, it was the result of the decision not to let them be

7on OAA population of about/UO.OOO, perhaps one quarter have succumbed to outricht
slaughter or starvation caused by the Indonesian attack and
that the remaining population, much of which is herded into
mi itary-run concentration camps, may suffer a similar fate
unless properly supervised international assistance is forthcom
ing on a substantial scale. Relief officials who were finalW
permitted limited access to the territory after almost four vear.
f  prevailing situation as comparable to Cambodia in1979. The world reaction has been somewhat different in rh.
two cases. ^

The U.S. govetninent continued throughout to provide
the tnihtary and d.plomatic support that was reqthred f™
the slaughter to continue. By late 1977 ■

plies had been depleted. The .;1:: ̂T.^^^ian sup-

The U.S. government continued throughout to provide
the tnihtary and d.plomatic support that was reqidred Z

plies had ttd:;i:teT^^^^^^^
dramatically increased the flow of military equipm^tireSr
Indonesia to undertake the fierce offensives that reduce^p"®
Timor to the level of Cambodia. U. S. allies have
providing the needed military and diplomatic suppoT Ue
United Nations has repeatedly condemned the Indonltn
gression and called for the exercise of the right of self
nation in East Timor, as have the non-aligned na inn; ̂ 7'
West has succeeded in blocking any significant measures^'lte
U.N. General Assembly met immediately after rh^ i
but was unable to react in a meaningful way The
explained by U.N. Ambassador Daniel P." Moynih^ 7
memoirs: ". . . the United States wished things m t
they did. and worked to bring this about The Den
State desired that the United Nations prove utterly ineff'"'
m whatever measures it undertook. This task was given toT
and I carried it forward with no inconsiderable sucLI! ■■ '

Ambassador Moynihan was presumably aware of rb^
of his success. He cites a February 1976 estimate by ̂  7'"''
chairman of the provisional government installed
smn force that some sixty thousand persons had been Sm
Since the outbreak of civil war"^recall thar 7 nnn f
killed duttng the civil war hself_'"o peteni h
tion, almost the proportion of casualties experiP.
Soviet Union during the Second World War '^Th 7is claiming credit for "success" in helping to cau^^
that he cornpares to the consequences of Nazi aggrelLn"''^"'
speak of the growing number of victims in the ' k
period. Moynihan was much admired for the
he displayed in the United Nations in confronrino?^^^^ ̂
Third World enemies of the United States 9 l
self-congratulation in this case escaped notice his

Ambassador Moynihan commented ftirther tharrk i usian invasion must have been successful by March
"the subject disappeared from the press anri
Nations after that time." It did virtually Hi United
press, though not from the United Nations wMcrh"^
condemned Indonesian aggression (most recenri, ^^^ularly
1979 ). The curtain ofsilence drawn by the nr» P^'^ember
States and much of the West for four years hard? 'h

y ̂ ^"^Oristrates

the of Indonesian arms, though it does stand as a

ag^dasyst effectiveness of Western prop-
government has pretended that it

rinrn 1 East Timor, an obvious fabrica-
thar rhnf representatives claimed at each stage
outset rk^ rnight have been some atrocities at the
to recopni! ^he sensible course is
stance taken U control. This was, for example, the
ings at PvTri^ ^^''^^ent in 1977 congressional hear-
murderous off ̂  ̂  ^ Indonesia was preparing the
admt[rtrat^n" ^hen the "human rights
these militarv ^t:celerating the flow of arms for use in
State SoaZpT''^^^ "Ehe-human rights" reports of the
of massve atrocftierbur T consider the ample evidence
does not arise. A Nn P ^ pretend that the issue
n^Ittee on Fnre' 1979 report for the Senate Com-
Service is typTcal" Congressional Research
flights and f/ 9 /r S^^^mment pronouncements (Human
cusses the alleoeH Assistance, p. 144). The report dis'
record. Students of Indonesia's human rights
government "hum-. ^^7 Ee intrigued by the fact that in
states, the record i reports dealing with "friendly
may have haDDpn*.H ̂  "itnprovement," whatever
mforms us th^t^ ^he November 1979 report

"Eimor. inDe^mbrr^yr^'T^' ̂°""crly Portuguese75 may have been an exception to
"T'L ^

the United desired that
f^ctive in wh prove utterly inef-
took." ^ measures it under-

lack of access conflicting claims an'i
tcult if not imDossikl"^^'^ ^on-Indonesians make it di'
^^3^y fighting of Ascertain the loss of life in the

from Timor 1975-March 1976. Recently..  ̂hhough eeniii 77 '"ctum to normalcy

TTetu '''f-determination for the
t°h||^j™^"' persists in frs no7'^^'"i^ correct, as long as the U
refra- 'ts existen °'^®"PPOfting Indonesiante
frs cl "f'T«Po=ing the f"' ^ the media loV^^
plea rh"' "Pow" thino^'^'^ T'® teport is typical not on 1
even but also improving (the cons®about the p ° » concede that quest.on»
The Picture- 1976.

Witnesses. ofo?'^"^"'."hen we turn to Timo^
who Spem do rI 'mpressive of these is
surrenderin in th°' ̂  ̂^'Vcar-old Portuguese
h°m malaria fi"''°nesian for?"""'^"' htetil'" ̂
accounts of „L P^^itted i-r. imprisonment and m Ajg
the World n had ok« to Portugal in June-

appearancrofV"'"'^^ °f t£ u'' 'hen widely repot®neto Was in.. ^Inited States. Shortly an
'Pterviewed&t report Cited above, Father'he (December

mm

U.S. supplised mortar shells ciipliired from Indonesianforces during
border war in September"November, 1975

1979). The transcript of the interview was leaked to the So^/on
Globe (January 20, 1980). Father Leoneto said that during
1976, things were normal in the mountains where he was
living, and where most of the population was, including those
who had fled from Dili:

Apart from the main towns, people in the interior weren't
aware of the war. People had food commodities aplenty. It
was a normal life under not-normal circumstances. Problems

started in early 1977. A ftill-scale bombardment of the whole
island began. From that point there emerged death, illness,
despair. The second phase of the bombing was late 1977 to
early 1979, with modem aircraft. This was the firebombing
phase of the bombing. Even up to this time, people could
still live. The genocide and starvation was the result of the
full-scale incendiary bombing.. . . We saw the end coming.
People could not plant. I personally witnessed—while run
ning to protected areas, going from tribe to tribe—the great
massacre from bombarcdment and people dying from starva
tion. In 1979 people began surrendering because there was
no other option. When people began dying, then others
began to give up.

Father Leoneto estimated that 200,000 people had died during
the four years of war. Of all of this, what survived in the Times
account was the following sentence:
He said that bombardment and systematic destruction of
croplands in 1978 were intended to starve the islanders into
submission.
Recall that the offensives of 1977-79 reported by Father

Leoneto, as by many others during this period and since, coin
cided with the sharp increase in arms supplies from the "human
rights administration."

Refugees continue to report large-scale atrocities. By 1979,
some foreign aid was reaching the territory, but distribution is
largely under Indonesian military control. A report in the

London Observer (January 20, 1980) notes that "All relief work
in the former Portuguese colony is being supervised by only four
foreign field workers." The report continues:
"We appeal to anyone left in the world with a minimum
sense of human rights to ensure that reliefgoes directly to our
people," said a refugee who preferred to remain anonymous
as his family is still in East Timor and that, contrary to other
reports, fighting between the Indonesians and the Timorese
Liberation Movement was continuing in the mountains to
the east of the island. They claimed Indonesian troops were
terrorising the local population with arrests, tortures, and
summary executions. They described the methods by which
the authorities manipulated tours by visiting journalists. The
Timorese claim that troops and war material are removed to
give an impression ofcalm. One woman said that she had seen
crosses taken from the local military cemetery. The authori
ties kept a tight control, informing their "representatives" in
relief camps and placing armed plain-clothed military offi
cers among the crowds. The growing evidence of the corrup
tion and violation of human rights in East Timor has begun
to filter out and is threatening to put the issue at the center of
a diplomatic offensive. Portugal and the U.S. are particu
larly involved.
Though, it must be added, they are involved in quite differ

ent ways. Portugal, particularly the new conservative govern
ment, is seeking to gain international support to save the
Timorese from final destruction and to compel Indonesia to
withdraw. The U.S. government is trying to stem the increas
ing flow of exposures and to guarantee Indonesian control over
the miserable remnants of the U. S. -backed Indonesian assault.
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Members of Pev/j/c's Mililiajrum Aileii. 20 miles south of Dili

For four long and bloody years, the U.S. media, with very
rare exceptions, kept close to the U.S. government propa-
ganda line. During 1975, there was considerable coverage

of hast Timor, a reflection of the concern over decolonization
in the former Portuguese empire. In late 1975, the New York
Times was reporting Indonesia's laudable "restraint" at the same
rime that Australian journalists were filing eyewitness reports of
Indonesian naval bombardment ofTimorese towns and militarv
attacks along the border. An Australian journalist, the first to
enter East Timor after the August civil war, wrote a lengthv
report in the London Times in which he rejected allegations of
Fretilin atrocities, which he attributed to Indonesian and other
propaganda services. His report appeared in the New York
Times, edited to make it appear that the charges were accurate
as Newsweek reported, basing itself on the New York Ti '•

I  account, the Indonesian invasion, reporting in the Unit-
e  tates diminished, rapidly approaching zero (apart from
occasiona .S. government and Indonesian propaganda hand-
outs) as the U.S.-backed Indonesian assault expanded in scale
an vio ence. Timorese refugees were scrupulously avoided, in
ramatic contrast to refugees from communist oppression,
en enry Kamm, the Pulitzer Prize-winning Southeast

of the New York Times, deigned to men-
nrif>ct l^or, he did not rely on the reports of refugees,
in ̂ °^ other sources available. Rather, he
sented rhp "f ^t^nerals, and on their authority preset that Fretilin had "forced" the people to live

Timorese refugees were scrupulously
voi e , in dramatic contrast to refugees
om communist oppression.

sian-held a^rea!^°R "ow they were fleeing to Indone-
(January 28 ^ four-day visit to East Timor
Timorese w^re "d^Lf'T the reader that 300.000
against the invaders"—
C-S. and Indonf.c; no civil war, apart from
umns" of the Propaganda handouts and the "news col-
that "the Fretilin September 1975. He reports
1978 Indonesian off. P°P"l«ion" was broken by the
nificant parts of rK and that Fretilin "controlled sig'
's there any indirL^°^" 1977." Nowhere
of Fretilin savagery a're^r 7^^ possibility that reports
uesian authcritiec T' evidence derived from Indo'
as he notes, were cn t:ollaborators, or Timorese who.
sian military authoriti"'^'"k' ever-present Indone-
meaningless. their statements were obvious y

the U.S.^pr^esf In? beginning to break through, even
Harkin of Iowa had F ttumber of congressmen, notably Tom
had been concealed aware of the true nature of what
honest editorial on D? New York Times ran
h'ed the first report 1979,and James Markham
-  ̂ the many Timorese refugees in Lisbon

IndoiicsiB, s Evcr^prgggj^^ a
Jose Ramos Horta had just described East Timor's strugEle for a ^LlClentS ̂ ̂

independence to an audience at the Santa Cruz campus of ,h„ questing
University of Califomia. His first questioner was an Indonesian tL't"- thesr ff""'"'
whomsistedthatFret.lmwascommunistratherthannational ■^™ot re 4''t"" to impede public discussion °,St and challenged Hotta s portrayal of the fight for national monitor ='""aliy generated addition^
self-determinatmn When Horta replied by explaining how Tf " they ever t heard more about East
"di.n.wt fnfm hTn . u "T Indonesian struggle for lar4 ^anta Cruz .!! their normal routines,independence from the Dutch, the questioner had nothing else infu'ed to persuade offi'''l"ience, the San Francisco consu-
to say^ He mus have been frustrated, because he had come 75 Horta talk f the Berkeley campus to cancelmiles ffom the Indonesian consulate in San Francisco to under- leT'l" t^tcouragip. 2^ fttculty members responded bV
mine Horm s presenrarion. ' ley audiertce wasThe Indonesian Embassy in Washington and consulates ^""theast As'ia^fo^ '
around the country have sent their own employees anH r ! ^^^suiar official, nIndonesian students to public talks on East Tro, fo 1 " '""teeCenter '^"loddifferent places. Always, these representatives come with pre! mall'

ari-iw.si ® "-SiK. Oi.fr-., , "ciKciey campus u-» »-«'•

levau?^^^°^"^^§'^8peoDle^I members respondedS^So. r"' hear Horta, and his Berke'"^"ally attend lecture^
source p " PeriodicaHv to educate themselves,ties of rb Pt^sing as nriv '^he Southeast Asia B^he center's mamrl ' buy large quanf

on East Timor. □
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(January 28, 1980). The Christian Science Monitor had pub
lished several accurate reports by January 1980, and other jour
nals too have begun to present some of the information that has
been available for four years, though much distortion persists
and the crucial U.S. role is generally ignored or downplayed.

The importance of the behavior of the media and journals
of opinion during these years cannot be overemphasized.
The events described by Father Leoneto and many oth

ers, and the horrendous consequences that are now at last
widely conceded, are the direct responsibility of the U.S. gov
ernment and, to a lesser extent, its Western allies. Correspond
ingly, these monstrous acts could have been—and still can
be—brought to an end by withdrawal of direct U.S. support for
them. The U.S. government has been backing the Indonesian
military not because it takes pleasure in massacre and starva
tion, but because the fate of the Timorese is simply a matter of
no significance when measured against higher goals. Since
1965, when the Indonesian military took took power in a coup
that led to the slaughter of perhaps 500,000 to 1,000,000
people, mostly landless peasants, Indonesia has been a valued
ally. The military rulers have opened the country to Western
plunder, hindered only by the rapacity and corruption of our
friends in Jakarta. In this potentially rich country, much of the
population has suffered from the huge massacres, which demon
strated proper anti-communist credentials to an appreciative
Western audience—as the country has been turned into a
"paradise for investors." In comparison with these overriding
considerations, it is natural that the "human rights administra
tion," like its predecessor, will pour arms into Indonesia to
enable it to achieve its ends in East Timor, and will attempt in
every way to conceal the truth.

The importance of the deception becomes clear when we
observe what happens when the system of indoctrination begins

Issue No. 74

to unravel. However institutions may function, individuals are
not prepared to support actions that verge on genocide. As the
truth has begun to break through, a number of members of
Congress and increasing segments of the population are begin
ning to demand an end to these atrocious acts. One result has
been that some aid is being sent, though without adequate
international supervision it is doubtful that it will reach those
who need it, given the comiption of the Indonesian military.
There is, for the first time, a real possibility that pressure will be
put on the U.S. government to stop providing the military
supplies that Indonesia requires, and that international efforts
may be organized to induce Indonesia to withdraw, so that the
remnants of the population that survive may have the oppor
tunity to realize their long-sought right to self-determination.

It is intriguing to see how some segments of the media are
reacting to the fact that information about East Timor is now
beginning to reach the public. In The Nation—the only U.S.
journal to have published a serious article on Timor from 1975
through 1978—A.J. Langguth dismissed the concern over
Timor with the following remarkable comment: "If the world
press were to converge suddenly on Timor, it would not im
prove the lot of a single Cambodian." (February 16, 1980) The
irrationality of the comment is at first startling, but the senti
ment becomes intelligible on the assumption that it is only the
other fellow's crimes that deserve attention. In the Washington
Journalism Review (March 1980), Richard Valeriani of NBC
and Asia specialist and former foreign correspondent Stanley
Kamow discussed one of the reports on East Timor that ap
peared in the New York Times in late January 1980. Valeriani
said that he read it, though "I don't care about Timor." Kamow
couldn't bring himself even to read the story: "I just didn't have
time. . . . There was no connection; it didn't have anything to
do with me. 'Their point was that- the Times was giving too
much coverage to the insignificant tact that massacres in Timor



rival those of Cambodia and that the population has been
reduced to the state of the miserable victims on the Thai-
Cambodian border as a direct resut of U.S. policies. The Times
is failing in its responsibilities by devoting space to such trivia
but not, for example, by devoting the entire front cover and 25
pages of the Sunday magazine section a few days earlier (January
20, 1980) to the horrendous experiences of Dith Pran in Cam
bodia, recapitulating stories that have received massive media
attention.

Their reactions are not unique. The U.N. correspondent of
the New York Times, Bernard Nossiter, refused an invitation to
a press conference on East Timor in October 1979 on the
grounds that the issue was "rather esoteric," and in fact reported
not a word on the U.N. debate, which included testimony from
Timorese refugees and others on the continuing atrocities and
the U.S. responsibility for them. A look at the stories he did
publish during those days reveals that events must be insignifi
cant indeed to fall below the threshold for the Times. Thus
Nossiter devoted a full-page column to the world-shaking fact
that the government of Fiji had not been paid for its contingent
in Southern Lebanon, and shortly after, reported a debate over
a missing comma, of undeterminable import, in a U.N. docu
ment—though in this case, his report is to be understood as
part of the campaign of ridicule that has been directed against
the United Nations, in particular its Third World membership,
ever since the United Nations escaped from the control of the
United States and fell under what is called here "the tyranny of
the majority," or what others call "democracy." Hence the
sarcastic report of the debate over the missing comma, coupled
with total silence on the role of Third World nations in bring
ing to the United Nations the story of the U.S.-backed mass
acres in Timor.

These monstrous acts can be brought to
an end by withdrawal of U.S. support for
them.

Perhaps the most intriguing response to the recent break
down of media suppression is that of the Wall Street Journal
which devoted an editorial to the topic (February 6, 1980). The
Journal takes note of "an interesting campaign" that "has been
shaping up over the past few weeks on the issue of East Timor."
It observes that 100,000 people may have died during the war
adding that

It sounds suspiciously like Cambodia, some people are say
ing. And this one is ours; Indonesia is our ally and oil
supplier, it's American arms that the Indonesians used to
perpetrate their atrocities.

But this charge, the Journal continues, "tells less about Timor
than it does about certain varieties of American political think
ing. " There are two important factors that crucially distinguish
Timor from Cambodia. The first is that the United States is
sending some aid to Timor and the Indonesians, "however
grudgingly and imperfectly," are letting the food in, whereas
"the Cambodians would be in considerably better shape if the
Soviet Union undertook comparable behavior for itself and its
ally"—the editors choose to ignore the fact that the Soviet
Union provided aid to starving Cambodians long before the
United States did, and, it appears, in far larger quantities as
well as the fact, reported by international aid workers, that

their aid was let in not at all grudgingly. But the crucial
distinction, which deserves quotation in fbll, is this:

But rnore important, it's self-deluding to talk as if the U. S.
had the power any longer to determine the outcomeof a

11^ violence that has cursed the place
orderJalk ateutZe'evd! "ws ̂ ' disintegratmg world^  ot U.b. power IS likely to hasten

huln c 7' wo^ied about the
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enables Indonesia to f'Plornatic support that
he even worse sinrf> ■ °ut these policies, the terror would
whetherPravdn Purely abstract. One wonders
fies Soviet support for thrErb — heights when it justi-

It is easy en^I the Ethiopian war in Eritrea.
that would be to overlook tL StreetJournal, but
exposure of U.S.-backpH r j^nore significant point. The slight
several months ha«; A-- u " onesian atrocities during the past
U-S. govemmlt and^'r^. *■=
^cill Street Journal all ^ /isiness circles represented by the
people's lives in secret TtT their games with
extending the pressure on theTl T®''
appalling policies and government to abandon itslarger public, one can to work to bring the facts to a

People of East Timor^u" tnaterially to the survival ofwhich a relatively small that an opportunity arises iri
hves, and it would be rri of effort may save thousands of
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OUR
INTERESTS
ARE NOT
AT STAKE
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By Rear Adm. GeneR. LaRocque

Indonesia is of only limited military importance
to the United States—certainly not enough to
justify U S support for the invasion of East Timor.
Mr. Chairman and distinguished mem
bers of the Subcommittee;

I am honored to appear before you
today to speak on the ^st Timor issue. I
appreciate your concern for this issue
which involves almost unparalleled hu
man tragedy and which raises very im
portant questions about American arms
transfer practices, human practices, hu
man rights policy and overall foreign and
military priorities and objectivies.

A missing element of the discussion in
earlier hearings on East Timor is an as
sessment of U.S. military interests in
Indonesia. Just how important is Indo
nesia to the United States? This ques
tion is at the heart of American policy

Rear Adm. Gene R. La Rocque was on
active duty with the U.S. Navy for 31
years. His assignments included many
years in the Pacific andinstrategicplan-
'lingjor the Pacific area. For the past
eight years he has directed the Center
for Defense Information in Washington.
These remarks were presented as testi
mony to the House Appropriations Sub
committee on Foreign Operations, June
10, 1980.
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towards East Timor. The U.S. govern
ment has not taken a stand against harsh
Indonesian military actions in East Ti
mor because it has assumed that other
factors in the Indonesian-American re
lationship override any interest we have
in her little neighbor, East Timor.

We need to take a careful look at these
factors and examine their importance to
determine the reason the United States
has been willing to provide Indonesia
with the weapons to attack East Timor in
an apparent violation of the 1958 U.S.
Indonesian Mutual Defense Agreee-
ment, the human rights sections of the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and the
International Security Assistance and
Arms Export Control Act of 1976, and
the provisions of the United Natiotts
Charter.

Most often, U.S. military interests in
Indonesia are justified by such state
ments as, "Because of its strategic loca
tion, Indonesia's friendship is vital to
American national security." Terms like
"strategic" and "national security" are
bandied about these days, but we need to
look beyond labels and assess whether or
not and to what extent Indonesia is es
sential or even important to the defense

of the United States.
If East Timor were an independent

country, even one ruled by forces hostile
to the U.S., it would not pose any sort of
military danger or threat to the interests
of the United States. East Timor is too
small, poor, and underdeveloped to be a
military threat to anyone in the foresee
able future. There are no useful military
base facilities in East Timor. It has no
navy or air force and could probably
never develop any military capability
beyond territorial defense.

The only possible military importance
of East Timor is its location at the edge of
the Ombai-Wetar strait on the northern
coast. This strait could be used for the
submerged passage of U.S. missile sub
marines (SSBNs), but the installation of
the Trident missiles in Poseidon subs and
the near deployment of the first Trident
sub eliminates any possible requirement
for U.S. use as a route to the Indian
Ocean. We do not regularly operate our
missile subs in the Indian Ocean.

Indonesia is an important nation but
of little military interest to the United
States. We have no military treaty with
Indonesia and Indonesia provides no
support of any kind for American troops



stationed elsewhere in Asia. There are
no American military bases or facilities
or combat troops in Indonesia. There is
little need to use Indonesian airfields or
ports because of the proximity to major
naval and air bases in the Philippines, as
well as extensive facilities in Guam,
Diego Garcia, and Australia. One indi
cation of Indonesia's limited military
importance to the United States is the
fact that neither Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown nor Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff David C. Jones mention
Indonesia in their reports to the Con
gress for Fiscal Year 1981.

Indonesia does not contribute to the
defense of the United States. Most of its
weapons are designed for use against do
mestic forces, not for missions outside
immediate territorial boundaries.

The primary U.S. military interest
vis-a-vis Indonesia is generally acknowl
edged to be unimpeded passage through
its straits. Two of the four Indonesian
straits are important to the United
States. Nearly all commercial vessels go
through Malacca. Supertankers, large
warships, and submarines must go
through Lombak. Since the U.S. Pacific
Fleet is also responsible for operations in

the Indian Ocean, it needs to traverse
those waterways. The alternative is the
much longer route around the southern
coast of Australia.
The United States is not in danger of

having its right of passage denied no
matter what stance it takes on East Ti
mor. It is doubtful that Indonesia would
be inclined to impede U.S. transit. Even
when the United States suspended all
military aid to Indonesia during the Su
karno years, the straits were not closed to
American vessels. If Indonesia wants to
express political displeasure, it surely
will choose a less risky means of doing so
than tr^ng to stop passage of American
ships. Clearly, the United States can
employ its riavy ships to keep the straits
open if we choose to do so.

In sum, the United States has no mili-
taiy interests of overriding importance in
Indonesia. It certainly has no military
interests which should blind us to the
Indonesian actions in East Timor Indo
nesia does provide us a significant quan
tity of oil—5 percent of all we import-
but this should not prevent us from the
maintenance of our own standards and
restraints on arms sales to nations violat
ing basic human rights.

American military assistance and di
plomatic support have been essential to
Indonesia's war effort in East Timor.
U.S. military weapons have furthered
Indonesia's development of the jungle
forces it uses in East Timor. U.S. offi
cials have stated that during the invasion
of East Timor 90 percent of the Indone
sian weapons were made in the United
States. For the year just before Indo
nesia's invasion in FY 1975, the United
States pledged 450 percent more military
assistance to Indonesia than the previous
year. U.S. weapons enabled Indonesia
to launch its two major offensives of
the year in 1977 and 1978. Deliveries
of Rockwell OV-10 Bronco aircraft
changed the entire nature of the war.
The events in Iran should have taught

us that it is unwise to become closely
identified with repressive, unpopular re
gimes. U.S. weapons which are used for
suppression engender hostility toward
America and reduce our ability to lead

T ^ ̂ ®tld in advancing human rights,
n  obvious case where thenited States now knows its weapons
are not used for defense, but to suppress a
neighbor and acquire territory. □
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Foreign relief agencies are helping the
Indonesian government present itself
as East Timor's legitimate ruler.
By J oel Rocamora

"In the swirl of controversy surrounding the recent history of
East Timor, the dramatic progress that has been made in improv
ing conditions of the Timorese people over the past nine months
has not received the attention it should."— (Richard Holbrooke,

Assistant Secretary of State for Asia and the Pacific
in testimony to U.S. Congress, June 10, 1980)

"The suffering of my people is deep and intense. N at one
comer of their lives has been left unscarred by Indonesia sforced
and unwanted attempt at integration. Lack of food and medicine
are not the only humanitarian problems in Timor. Any attempt to
address the problem in these terms alone, to reduce EastTimorto
a mere question of material aid and money, is both naive and
unjust."—(Fr. Francisco Femandes, Honorary Chairperson,

East Timorese Refugees Commission (Portugal) in
testimony to U.S. Congress, June 10, 1980)

For Indonesia, the suffering of the people of East Timor is at
once a problem and an opportunity. For three years, the
Indonesian occupation forces in East Timor bludgeoned

the people into a state of mass starvation as terrible as that in
Kampuchea. Yet, only in part because the Indonesian govern
ment blocked all foreign observers from the island, few took
notice until 1979, when the plight of the Timorese was exposed
and Indonesia was forced to seek international assistance. With
the help of its Western allies, Indonesia has actually succeeded
in manipulating the publicity now surrounding East Timor to its
advantage. Where the first international reports of starvation
in Timor in late 1979 laid much of the responsibility on the
Indonesian invasion and military occupation of the island, by
mid-1980 analysis of the causes of the situation had been largely
replaced by descriptions of Indonesian efforts to repair the
damage.

Southeasf A eiQ rhronicle
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Throughout the period from its invasion of East Timor in
December 1975 to the present, Indonesia has taken a hard line
in both its military operations and its diplomatic position. On
the ground, Indonesia used tactics ranging from mass execu
tions to napalm bombing of Timorese villages. Its intensified
bombing campaign in late 1977 and 1978 was the major cause of
the famine, because the aerial attacks made it impossible for
mountain people to tend their crops. Diplomatically, Indonesia
has all but thumbed its nose at the international community,
ignoring repeated United Nations resolutions calling for the
right of self determination in East Timor and keeping foreign
observers out. The policy of reserving exclusive control over
and knowledge of the situation to Indonesia was underlined
when Indonesian troops murdered five Australian journalists
before the invasion in 1975.

The task of keeping the Timor issue off the agenda of inter
national concern has fallen largely on Indonesia's allies, led by
Australia and the United States.' Over the past four years, the
typical public U.S. position on Indonesian actions in East
Timor has been to deny knowledge of atrocities and then to
assert that the situation is "improving." Thus Assistant Secre
tary of State for Asia and the Pacific Richard Holbrooke told
Congress on June 10, 1980, "I am pleased to be able to report
dramatic improvement in conditions with many areas returning
to normal, and I wish to acknowledge and commend the excel
lent efforts of the international agencies, the Indonesian Gov
ernment and all those who have contributed to this effort which
has resulted in the saving of many Timorese lives." Holbrooke's
testimony included a thumbnail sketch of recent Timorese
history, according to which Indonesia intervened in Timor to >

Anii-Fietiini
In contrasl (o

Timorcsf captured during the August, 1975 civil;

end a potential for instability in its eastern region" and which
made no mention of Indonesian tactics or responsibility for the
continuing suffering of Timorese.

More seriously still, U.S. Ambassador to Indonesia Edward
E. Masters did not report the crisis famine situation for nine
months after he saw it first-hand.- Apparently, Masters was
reluctant to offend the Indonesian generals, who were still
con ucting massive counterinsurgency campaigns and did not

... the U.S. Ambassador to Indonesia
did not report the famine for nine
nionths after he saw it. . .

Not umd observe or record their actions.
Timor ndonesian government dissolved its special1 imor command and invited the International Committee of
State DenJ'r^^ sutvey the situation did Masters notify the
waTam U a magnitude as to
Once the Timor."^

gaveTa area Te'7 international press
early 1980. Even the°r Particularly in late 1979 and
against the "uniu.;r Aleui Vork Times editorialized
andT C/iS I" <D«=-Eer 24, 1979),
articles bv Daniel 9 Monitor published several angry

East Timor focused ^ reports from
arvation as a strictly humanitarian
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current Indonesian policy, Fretilin allowed outside obs.
into Us prisons

problem with few political implications. The carefully orches
trated media campaign to defuse the Timor issue had not only
depoliticized it but actually credited the Indonesians with sig
nificant achievements in fighting starvation.
A May 23, 1980, report by the Far Eastern Economic Re

view's David Jenkins, a longtime reporter on Indonesia, illus
trates the success of the campaign. Using almost exactly the
same words as Holbrooke's Congressional testimony, Jenkins
wrote that there has been "a dramatic improvement in peoples'
welfare." "Seven months ago," Jenkins continued, "the East
Timorese were dying in droves, their bodies shockingly wasted
by malnutrition and disease. Since then, a U.S. $8 million
relief operation by the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC), working in conjunction with the Indonesian
Red Cross (PMI), has achieved a minor miracle in coming to
grips with a famine that has been described as being as bad as
anything seen in Kampuchea or Biafra." In explaining the
causes of famine, Jenkins gave equal weight to the 17-day civil
war in 1975 and the four-and-a-half-year Indonesian invasion
and pacification effort. He also blamed "the region [which] is
largely barren, the soil parched by long droughts, [and] leached
by the brief and heavy monsoon rains." He does not point out
that these conditions have not caused famine in living memory.

A/ m
ustralian political scientist Pat Flanagan calls the Indo
nesian strategy in East Timor "the final solution. In a
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-^^V,speech in Australia in December 1979, Flanagan com- |
mented, "I normally deliberately refrain from using the term
'genocide' since it so readily leads itself to indiscriminate abuse
(like 'fascist' and 'crisis') from people on all positions along the
political spectrum. But there can be no question that, if the
articles of the United Nations Geneva Convention defining
'genocide' are applied, what we have in East Timor is precisely
that."

Flanagan's catalog of the tactics Indonesia has used as a
matter of policy to destroy Timorese resistance is succinct and
horrifying:
• Direct military terror: the destruction of whole
and the massacre of their inhabitants; naval and air ( ig ter
bomber and helicopter) bombardment, and in genera , sys
tematically indiscriminate mass killings.
• Systematic torture, rape and looting.
• Crop destruction, scorched-earth policies, e o lation
in general, the destruction of the agricultural system as a
means of starving the popular resistance into su mission.
• Herding those starved into submission mto urban con
centration camps. According to the official Indonesian in
formation recently reported by Sydney Morning era
journalist Peter Rodgers, there are at least 150 o t ese
camps, holding perhaps 300,000 people whose physical con
dition ranges from bad to critical.
• Finally, the already starving, malnourished, sick and i-
seased concentration camp inmates are subjected to delib
erate medical and food deprivation.''
As a result, at least 100,000 and perhaps as many as^00,000

East Timorese, approximately one-sixth to one-third o ^ ^
population, have died. On April 1, 1977, Indonesian Foreign
Minister Adam Malik conceded that 50,000 to 80,000 people
had been killed in Timor. The Australian Broadcasting Com
mission's Washington bureau asked the U.S. State Department
why Malik's estimate was so different from the U.S. contention
that only 3,000 to 10.000 people had been killed only to be told
if it is true that Malik said this, he is wrong. ^

^  I
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The exact population of East Timor before the Indonesian
invasion is not known, but Portuguese and Timorese church
sources place it at 663,000 to 700,000 in 1975. The civil war in
August 1975 reduced the population by about 3,000 killed and
4,000 refugees who never returned. Thus, after the civil war but
before the invasion, the population was in the 656,000 to
693,000 range. In October 1979 the Indonesians told Austral
ian journalist Peter Rodgers that the population was 523,000,
some 133,000 to 170,000 less than it was in 1975 before the
invasion.

Although Rodgers was told that the figure of 523,000 was the
result of "a survey that has just been carried out," official

For those who have survived, there will
be no return to "normal" . . .

Indonesian sources subsequently tried to raise their estimates.
In November 1979, an Indonesian armed forces newspaper
cited a figure of 612,017; a month later, the East Timor military
commander said the population was 592,603; in January 1980,
a U.S. congressional delegation visiting East Timor was given
the figure 598,603.

Whatever the actual population of East Timor, it is clear that
a very large number of Timorese have been killed or have died
as a result of the Indonesian occupation. For those who have
survived, there will be no return to "normal," tor the Indo
nesian policy of herding the population into "resettlement
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areas" is radically changing the social and economic basis
of Timorese life. Although Assistant Secretary of State Hol
brooke omitted mention of the settlements from his 1980 con
gressional testimony, in 1979 he said that some 200,000 people
were then living in 150 "resettlement areas." In effect, the
settlements are virtual concentration camps, because their in
habitants are not permitted to leave without permission of the
Indonesian military. In some cases, they are forced to do unpaid
labor, according to a 1979 report by the Australian Council for
Overseas Aid. Writing in the New York Times (January 28,
1980), Henry Kamm reported that "people are to be installed in
larger groups than was the Timorese tradition" and that the new
villages are to be situated along roads rather than in the tradi
tional jungle sites.
A Timorese agricultural specialist told Kamm that the plan

had been developed to put people where the Indonesian mili
tary can control them and that it would make East Timor
permanently dependent on food imports. According to this
expert, the Timorese have traditionally been able to feed them
selves only because they lived in small groups and farmed in all
the arable valleys of the interior. Similarly, Elizabeth Traube, a
Harvard-trained anthropologist who lived in East Timor for
over two years before 1974, says that the camps "clearly repre
sent a break with long-term, traditional settlement patterns,
which were adapted to traditional means of subsistence."^ Yet
U.S. Ambassador to Indonesia Masters claimed in congres
sional testimony in 1979 that Timorese were being moved to
these camps to provide them with better land.
A staff report from the U.S. embassy injakarta indicates that

some people have moved to the camps voluntarily and others
have been coerced but concludes: "The point is that the people
are now in these villages and the government of Indonesia plans
for them to remain there.' Not only does the Indonesian
government intend to control the Timorese by military super
vision, but it also intends to "win their hearts and minds."

.  . . the Indonesian government has lim
ited the rescue effort by excluding other
relief agencies. . . .

Hence, Indonesian teachers are being brought to the camps
with the officially stated task of "washing brains of Fretilin's
nationalist ideology."

The relief programs begun in late 1979 by the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and Catholic Relief
Services (CRS) have clearly alleviated the worst aspects

of the famine in East Timor. At the same time, the conditions
imposed by the Indonesian government on their operations
have limited their impact and prevented action on such areas of
concern as the torture and murder of political prisoners. By
accepting all the terms imposed by the Indonesian government
on their work, the two agencies have actually contributed to
Indonesia's effort to use the food crisis as a way to legitimize its
conquest of East Timor.
At the same time, the Indonesian government has limited

the rescue effort by deliberately excluding all other relief agen
cies, even though some have funds already earmarked specifi
cally for East Timor. In recent months, many organizations
have made requests to visit and/or work in Timor, only to be
turned down by the Indonesian government. These include
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strategic concerns which dominate the "resettlement" design
hardly make the camps promising bases for development or
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AustralianCathoiirRAi' r- Council of Churches,
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assistance was emergency food^^ j
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apparently a successful 1. vigorous and efficient,o ic church effort. But according to

"CRS is working as a sub-contractor to
the U.S. government. . ."

Pat Walsh of the Australian Council For Overseas Aid, "The
CRS program in East Timor is not a church operation, nor is it
essentially the operation of a voluntary, independent agency.
CRS is working as a sub-contractor to the U.S. government
implementing a govemment-to-govemment program on gov
ernmental terms. The program is essentially an exercise m
American foreigy policy the purpose of which is to secure
and complete the Indonesian takeover of an unwilling tast
Timor."8TheU.S. government provided U.S. $6.9million o
the $7.2 million spent in East Timor by CRS up to ecem
1979, and U.S. AID has announced that it will support any
future CRS requests for Timor frinds. For its part, CRS cooper
ates with the U.S. and Indonesian governments to the extent o
Blaming the famine on the civil war in 1975 and on the genera
poverty of the island. i.

It is understandable, therefore, why the CRS progr
centered in the Indonesian military's resettlement areas. le
while the people in these camps clearly need assistanc

increased self-sufficie
long-term commitme
within them through
clear political and s
doubt that to involvt
objectively speaking
Indonesian subjugatii
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Indonesian officials, "the ICRC program appears to have al'levi-
ated the worst aspects of the famine in the areas were it has been
allowed to work. But there has been no explanation for the
limits imposed by the Indonesian government on where the
ICRC can work and what kind of work it can do.
ICRC work in East Timor has been carried out primarily by

the Indonesian Red Cross, since the government has allowed
only two foreign ICRC staff members into East Timor. More
important, traditional ICRC work such as prison visitation,
tracing of missing persons, monitoring of Geneva conventions
and family reunions have been explicitly excluded from ICRC
operations. By contrast, the Fretilin administration allowed all
of these programs in 1975.
The ICRC's failure to insist on its right to investigate the

conditions of political prisoners is particularly tragic, for there
are persistent and reliable reports that the Indonesians are
torturing and executing political detainees. In his testimony to
the House Subcommittee on Foreign Operations on June 10,
1980, Amnesty International U.S.A. chairman David Hinkley
stated:

Amnesty International now believes that there are strong
grounds for fearing that the Indonesian occupation forces in
East Timor have executed Fretilin members who had either
been captured or had surrendered under the terms of an
amnesty guaranteeing their physical safety. . . . Amnesty
International is also concerned that approximately 800 per
sons are being held in prisons in the capital, Dili, alone, and
more prisoners may be held in other places.
If Hinkley, following the Amnesty International style, is

deliberately understated, Cornell University Indonesia special
ist Ben Anderson is not. He points out that there are at least 40
prisons in East Timor. "Reports from a variety of sources,
including U.S. officials (off the record), describe summary
executions of surrendering Fretilin (national resistance) guer
rillas; the entire family ... of Fretilin leader Rogerio Lobato,
younger brother of the late Fretilin chief Nicolao Lobato,
(including his 17-year-old wife Maria; two younger sisters; a
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Orphans being caredfor in Fretilin-run childcare center, 1975

younger brother; a foster-sister; and her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
LeiteJ were executed by the Indonesians. Many former guer
rillas who surrendered under Suharto's self-proclaimed amnesty
program have subsequently disappeared."''
Another of its traditional concerns which ICRC has ignored

in East Timor is the plight of Timorese who wish to leave the
territory, many of whom belong to families whose other mem
bers left in 1975. "The issue is considered too poitical," accord
ing to Leon Stubbings, Secretary General of the Australian Red
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Cross. Hardly any of these people have connections with Fret
ilin. Yet, out of 625 who have applied to leave, less than half
(295) have received permission. Most of these are ethnic Chi
nese, who were forced to pay what in the East Timor context are
enormous bribes. Timorese and Portuguese citizens have not
been allowed to leave.

It may seem gratuitous to criticize the relief operations of the
ICRC and CRS in East Timor. After all, their work has
unquestionably saved lives and eased the suffering. If Indo

nesian government restrictions forced them to choose between
going in on Indonesian terms or not at all, there are grounds for
supporting their decisions. For the ICRC it may have been
necessary in October 1979 to capitulate to Indonesian condi
tions in order to re-enter Timor. But today, nine months into
Its work, the ICRC is in a position to demand the right to look
into the situation of political prisoners. Indonesian denial at
this point could wreck the carefdl media campaign it has built
around the relief programs.
CRS should be taken to task more harshly, for it has not only

acquiesced to ndonesian restrictions, it has actively partici
pated m the U.S.-Indonesian campaign to deceive the inter
national community about the situation in East Timor. By

The ICRC s failure to investigate the
conditions of political prisoners is par-
ticularly tragic.

Xs exoneraVed hT'"''
to reduce the suffering of the victtas ' n' H
but it has done nothing to assu ̂ ^3 rh
victims in the future.

of '^[d'to ̂ thrintesiaT mihia,^''" [he 'u" ""Ts d
Australia-should now be the maTnT feffort to repair some of the damage "heTn'r ''T f,
done. Yet the sense of irony quicklv turn, f r "T '
for the humanitarian emer^cy has do "
moment-what military might coulLo? 7"' u T unesian government in the role of East T^m ■ ' '''V ? 7
immediate provision of food is . f^ ^ ̂ ^r^^aker. If the
remember to question what Indon I

to the people of East TimorD^''^''

197Y >•Indonesia's Invasion ofEast Timor (] . 7 Genocide:
6. Cited in Arnold S. KoSn and a PP'
Starvation,' In^uiry, February 18, 198^^ Quance, "The Politics of
7. Cited in Anderson, of) nV o 17
8. Pat Walsh, "ThePoiiticsofAidtoEasrT' " i
opmentDossier 1 A.Krr l \nACFOADevel'
9. Ibid., p. 21. May 1980), p. 19.
10. David Hinkley, Testimonv rex c u
tions of the Committee on Annr • " '"^''tiniittee on Foreign Operatives, June 10, 1980, p. 2 °P"ations, U.S. House of Representa-
11. Anderson, pp, i3_^_

The Java Connection
Fear of an independent and potentially leftist East Timor

probably spurred Indonesia to invade the country in 1975. But
unexpected booty provided an incentive for Indonesian gener
als to stay, despite increasing intemational notoriety and do
mestic political strains. Indonesian forces expropriated approx
imately 100 Timorese coffee plantations soon after their De
cember 1975 invasion.

These holdings have netted the Indonesians between $20
and $25 million since 1975. The provincial military govern
ment controlled all the plantations until recently and still
monopolizes all exports. A Jakarta-based company, P-T-
nog Hernandez Intemational, has actually run the operations.
Its major figure i.s General Dading Kabuadi, the first Indonesian
military commander of East Timor. Since the 1975 invasion.
General Dading's fortunes have risen in more ways than one.
He is currently the commander of the Bali-based 16th Military
Region, which now includes Timor.

Coffee, introduced by the Portuguese early this century, was
East Timor's principal cash crop before the Indonesian inva
sion. The 1973 production was 5,584 tons. Fretilin organized
coffee production soon after it took control in August an
exported a barge load worth $45,000 in November of that year.
Since December 1975, production has fallen to one-fourth that
of 1973, but Indonesian military interests have still netted an
estimated $4-5 million per year. Although 60 percent of the
coffee is grown by small holders, military control of expats
channels most of the profits into the generals hands, i he
niihtary merchants have bought coffee from small pro
30 to 40 cents per kilogram in East Timor and resold it tor$ n
per kilo in Jakarta. Although the recent return of some planta
tions to their rightful owners may cut the generals take, mis
kind of mark-up leaves them with plenty of reasons to s
around. Q

Ttill J d^^

I^T'v

Sorting coffee
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East Timor's liberation

movement has demon

strated that it can learn

from its past mistakes
and develop new strat
egies to meet the Indo
nesian invasion.

By Joel Rocamora

More than four years have elapsed since the newly estab
lished Democratic Republic of East Timor (DRET) was
invaded by the Indonesian armed forces. When the

invasion began, Indonesian Gen. Ali Murtopo, the master
mind of the Indonesian attempt to annex East Timor, boasted
that "everything will be over in three days." Because the DRET
resistance led by Fretilin refused to cooperate with Gen. Mur
topo, the demise of Fretilin has had to be announced many
times from the fourth day on.

Contradicting Indonesian claims and earlier State Depart
ment statements. Assistant Secretary of State Richard Hol
brooke said in congressional testimony on June 10, 1980, that
"itwas not until late 1978 and early 1979 that centrally directed
Fretilin armed activity was fully contained by the Indonesian
military." Holbrooke will have to wait a little longer before he
writes the final Fretilin obituary. On the same day as his
testimony, Fretilin guerrillas destroyed a strategic Indonesian
satellite ground station in the hills behind Dili, the Timorese
capital. The guerrillas killed two Indonesian guards at the
station and captured a number of weapons in a battle which
lasted from 10 p. m. on June 10 until the following morning.

According to a Far Eastern Economic Review report (June
20, 1980), two other guerrilla units attacked Indonesian forces
on the outskirts of Dili on the same day. The attacks, FEER
correspondent David Jenkins said, "have rattled Indonesian

Joel Rocamora holds a Ph.D. in political science and Asian
studiesfrom Cornell University and has done research in
Indonesia and the Philippines. His book Nationalism in
Search of Ideology: The Indonesian Nationalist Party
1946-1965 was published in 1975 by the Philippine Center for
Advanced Studies. He has also pubished a number oj articles
about the Indonesian military.

officials who had believed chat Fretilin units in the area had
long since been crushed."
The Dili attacks could not have come at a more opportune

time. The joint U.S.-Indonesian campaign to bury Fretilin
before its time had finally begun to take hold among Western
journalists. Most observers continue to ridicule the legal facade
of Timorese integration into Indonesia. Many are even willing
to acknowledge that Indonesia is responsible for the mass star-
vation in the territory. By accepting the Indonesian claim that
t c reti in resistance is finished, however, Western news
media and other observers have contributed to what Fretilin
Central Committee member Roque Rodrigues calls "the poli
tics or Jait accompli."

According to this propaganda line, the demise of the Fretilin
resistance makes the Indonesian takeover of East Timor an
irreversible fact. Whatever problems there may have been with
Indonesian military tactics or with the process of integration are
now past or can be worked out in the future. The real issue now
IS how to feed the Timorese and to assist the Indonesians in
generating development" in the territory
The problem with this version of events is that Fretilin

refuses to cooperate and quietly fade away. It is, m fact, militar-
ily weaker today than it was four years ago. At the same time,
there are strorrg mdications that the Fretilin leadership has
drawn some valuable political lessons from the serious setLcks
It has suffered in the past few years.

Another key weapon in the Indonesian propaganda arsenal
has been the charge that Fretilin is "communr'The invoca
tjon of this hoary old bogeyman does not particularlyTtrnng-
then the Indonesian case, but it does put Fretilin's defenders in
a quandary. The very act of denying that Fretilin waf^r is
communist keeps the argument within the IndoneTan and
Western anti-communist framework. onesian ana
The Indonesian characterization of Fr^-nlir,

at besr <;pIf-cfrx7^r^fT . rretilin as communist isat best self serving, and at worst, irrelevant. The relevant
questioirs to ask about Fretilin are: What is the Fretmn pro
gram? .What are the Timorese social forces e.^K T j

-RToiutlm^pforon^^^^^^^^
ed in May 1974, immediately after the coup wE f'
dictatorship in Portugal, the colonial powe'r;TmoT At tEiat
time the organization was called the Associacan / n
cratica Timor (ASDT—Social Dmo-Timor). It was ilot until Sept^le^^rrtA^ °d
Its name to Fretilin. changed

Fretilin was not, at that time, the lareesr nnli. i
tion in East Timor. But because it was the ° '
which clearly articulated Timorese asn rar
dence, it quickly overtook the initial aZnT
Other major organization, the Vniao Demn
(UDT -Democratic Union of Timore^eTFr^ p" T'T""'
guished itself from the UDT through its'socialt^^it—
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program, which called for economic as well as pohtica
independence. , . p
^ Australian journalist Jill Joliffe. who reported ^om t^st
Timor throughout the decolonization process, , ,
Fretilin progL this way: "By December 1974, Fret|hn h d
•  • ■ an extensive programme of social r
for economic reconstruction through the creation o
fives for production, distribution and jpncv
nnit of economic life, the elimination of excessive P
on foreign imports, the discouraging of monocu ^
'Implementation of agrarian reforms. - •' Ut iiito the
expropriated, and unused fertile land would be ro , j
cooperative system. Other policy statements c^ered educat.o

culture, social justice, health, internal admim—^^^
iiational defense "with the emphasis on economc s ,
fke combating of former colonial structures, an rap
^cnt of Timorese participation."' , hoth
,  Parts of this program were quickly
owland and mountain villages, teams of Freti m
'zed cooperatives and launched literacy campaig -

first actions organized by Fretilin was a adher-
laborers. In the process, Fretilin not only litieal

It mobilized large numbers of Eimores
ctton for the first time in the territory Central Com-

a double aim and a reflexive sense, Fre i ^ j^obili2e inmember AbilioAraujo commented later,
yr to conscientize the people, to conscien

"mobilize the people."^

F .i. If u "a broad frontletilin is not a monolithic party. r_^ijriral perspec-
oationalist alliance. There is a range o P ,

wk- v/ithin the leadership and a ..iqus vary in
thp ^yPPott has been developed. Poiinca ^ terms,coherence and concrete implications. In Western

No. 74

one can recognize elements of social democracy, variants of
Marxist positions and broad populist currents, but the implica
tions for the development of these positions in the Timor

Fretilin faced a vastly superior, deter
mined and unscrupulous opponent in
Indonesia.

situation are more important than the labels. Most of the
leadership has been influenced to some extent by the ideas of
Amilcar Cabral [of Guinea Bissaul and Samora Machel [of
Mozambique]."^
The Fretilin leadership is generally from the Timorese elite.

But they tend to be from the pool of younger, underemployed
professionals who occupied the middle levels of the Portuguese
colonial administration. UDT leaders, on the other hand, were
generally older, in higher levels of the administration, and
involved in business ventures such as coffee plantations. Freti
lin also drew upon the small number of Timorese students in
Portugal.
From the time of its founding in May 1974 to the Indonesian

invasion in December 1975, Fretilin consolidated its ranks,
launched a mass mobilization campaign in towns and villages,
formed an alliance with its rival UDT, fought a civil war after
UDT staged a coup, administered the government after its vic
tory and the withdrawal of the Portuguese administration, de
clared independence and prepared for the Indonesian invasion.
The dizzying pace of events during those 18 months put

Fretilin through its first baptism of fire. Its failure to achieve
independence does not accurately reflect the capabilities of its
leadership or the correctness of its tactics during that period.
Most accounts of Fretilin actions at that time show that despite
the most difficult odds, the Fretilin leadership came up with
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correct tactical decisions. But Fretilin faced a vastly superior,
determined and unscrupulous opponent in Indonesia. It is also
by now quite clear that for all of its seeming vacillation, the
Portuguese government was determined to hand East Timor
over to the Indonesians.

One of the main arguments used in justifying the Indone
sian takeover is the allegation that the Timorese carmot
manage their own affairs. It is thus important to

point out that from the time the Portuguese left Dili in August
1975 until the Indonesian invasion in December of the same
year, Fretilin did manage Timorese affairs.
James Dunn, former Australian consul in East Timor, had

this to say about Fretilin's performance: "Fretilin has been
surprisingly effective in its skeleton administration of the prov
ince. The distribution of food appears to have been on the
whole fairly equitable, the basic services to Dili are functioning
more or less normally and the population appears to be quiet
and orderly. There are very few reports of looting and other
forms of crime. . . . An attempt has been made to set up a
transitional administration using Fretilin members who previ
ously worked as functionaries. The direction of'departments' is
inclined to be clumsy, with a troika principle—functionary,
military, and Central Committee. The Fretilin leadership is on
the whole very co-operative and informal in its dealings.'"*

Dunn's observations are corroborated by Australian parlia
mentarian Ken Fry, who visited East Timor in September 1975.
Fry also notes Fretilin's popularity;

We found the Fretilin administration to be responsible
and moderate and it obviously enjoyed strong support from
the East Timorese people. The prisoners [in the aftermath of
the civil war] were being well cared for and it is worth noting
that the prisoners included some Fretilin supporters who had
been apprehended for breaches of discipline. . . .Although
the Fretilin administration faced serious supply and econom
ic problems, order had been restored and the people were
going back to the villages to tend their crops. The civil war

had ended. . . . Like all other Australians who visited
Portuguese Timor during this period, I came away full of
admiration for the Central Committee of the Fretilin party. I
was tremendously impressed by their moderation, by their
integrity and by their intelligence in dealing with a very
difficult situation. ̂

The contrast between Fretilin and Indonesian administra
tion of the territory is striking. Where Fretilin organized co
operatives and literacy classes and facilitated the return of
refugees to their villages, the Indonesians napalmed villages
and herded peasants into concentration camps masquerading as
"resettlement areas." Where Fretilin welcomed foreign observ
ers and allowed them to check up on prisoners, the Indonesians
prohibited all foreign visitors including the Red Cross (until
1979), allowing only those who could be organized into "guided
tours" to visit.

Indonesia's genocidal military tactics have taken their toll on
Fretilin. Thousands of Fretilin cadre have been killed The
need to reorient Fretilin strategy and to impose greater disci
pline resulted in the expulsion of DRET President Xavier do
Amaral and his subsequent capture by Indonesian forces Soon
after, DRET Minister of Information Alarico Femandes to
gether with four Fretilin Central Committee members,'sur
rendered to the Indonesians. At almost the same time Amar-
al's successor NicolauLobato, was killed in battle with Indone
sian forces. Where Fretilin continued to control almost 80
percent of the territory as late as 1977. today they control only
small, scattered areas.

Their weaknesses, though are becoming their strengths.
The very seriousness of the setbacks suffered by Fretilin
resulted in the formulation of a new strategy The defec-

tion of top Fretilin leaders who opposed this new'strategy has
created greater unity of purpose among remaining leaders Bru
tal Indonesian tact.cs have generated deep and abiding hatted
fcjr the occupation forces and set the basis for protracted peo-
pies war.

Falintil soldiers
w\

^ember oj women's organization, (PopnlarOrganization oj Timorese
^omen, Organizacao Popular da Mulher Timorj

For more than two years after the Indonesian
Palintil (Forces Armadas de Libertacao de .
Timor Liberation Armed Forces) held its own again
l^nits of the Indonesian armed forces, ̂ .t its core w , ,
2-3,000 Timorese who had served in the ji ^
^tmed forces in the territory. "In its early days a g-ci
slipshod fighting force, by the early ° The
i^l^ere was a stubborn prowess about its military
^'tperience of two months fighting Indonesian regu ^
itivaluable, and the army had considerable
^ttcounters with Indonesian troops. Falintil so i

i'V \

VMi
Q1

advantage of knowing the local language, knowing the terrain
and having a high degree of political motivation. All Indone
sian victories to date had been won with naval and air support

"6

If the Indonesians had thought that the takeover of East
Timor would be easy, they were soon forced to change their
minds. Less than three weeks after the invasion, another 15-
20,000 troops were landed in Dili in addition to the 6,000
already in combat. Despite this massive force, later increased to
40,000, the Indonesians had difficulty securing territory and

If the Indonesians had thought that the
takeover of East Timor would be easy,
they were soon forced to change their
minds.

suffered heavy casualties. By the summer of 1976, Falintil held
enough of the initiative to launch a major counteroffensive.
The failure of Indonesian operations on the ground soon led

them to give more emphasis to their naval and air superiority.
In September 1976, they blockaded the waters around East
Timor and warned all foreign ships that they would be fired on if
they entered. It was also at this time that they began to receive
U.S.-supplied Rockwell OV-10 Bronco planes. It was the first
time the Indonesian forces had been equipped with such ad
vanced counterinsurgency aircraft. Their availability led to
Indonesia's most infamous tactic—saturation bombing of Fret
ilin-held areas.
The increasing brutality of Indonesian military tactics slowly

began to take its toll in Fretilin. The napalm bombing of
villages and defoliation of crops forced people to move out of
Fretilin-controlled areas and into Indonesian strategic hamlets.
Constant pressure from air and naval bombardment and from
helicopter-bome Indonesian military units exacerbated divi
sions within the Fretilin leadership.
One of the first to break under the mounting pressure was

DRET President Xavier do Amaral. According to reports from
Fretilin sources, Amaral pushed for negotiations with the Indo
nesians. When he could not win support for this course, he
returned to his sector, south of Dili, and eventually initiated his
own negotiations with the Indonesians via clandestine radio.
When this was discovered, Amaral was removed from office by
the Fretilin Central Committee and placed under arrest in
September 1977. A year later Amaral was rescued by Indo
nesian forces.
The surrender of DRET Minister of Information Alarico

Femandes in December 1978 was to have more serious conse
quences. According to a statement by the Fretilin external
front in Mozambique, Femandes and four other central com
mittee members had devised a plan to seize control of the
north-central sector, negotiate with the Indonesians, set up a
"Council of National Salvation" and move against other Fret
ilin areas with the assistance of Indonesian troops. It was the
failure of this plan that led Femandes and his followers to
surrender.'
Femandes' betrayal led to the capture of many Fretilin mem

bers, the loss of substantial territory in his sector, and also the
loss of Radio Maubere, Fretilin's main radio transmitter and
link with the outside world. More tragically, the surrender of
Femandes led to the loss of Fretilin head Nicolau Lobato.
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Lobato entered the north-central sector in late December 1978
in an attempt to regroup Fretilin forces in the area. He was
killed in an Indonesian ambush on December 31, 1978.

In May 1977, the Fretilin Central Committee formulated a
new strategy. Following the classic people's war strategy
devised by Mao Zedong and other theorists, Fretilin decided

that "(1) . . . our struggle is a people's war, (2) this war is a
protracted war, and (3) in this struggle we have to rely mainly
on our own forces."® Although this decision was made several
years ago, it took a long time before the Fretilin struggle could
be reoriented fully to the new line.
When the Indonesians invaded in 1975, Fretilin controlled

the whole of East Timor. With only a few exceptions, the
Timorese supported Fretilin. The Indonesian occupation was in
clear violation of international law, a point emphasized by the
almost unanimous condemnation of the invasion by the United
Nations. At that time the Fretilin leadership assumed that if
they could hold out against the Indonesian invaders and retain
control over the bulk of the territory and the population,
international pressure would eventually force an Indonesiari
withdrawal.

As it turned out, the Fretilin leadership was wrong. Falintil
did hold its own against Indonesian troops for more than two
years. Fretilin continued to control most of the territory and
population until 1978. But the diplomatic support that Fretilin
had hoped for never came through. By 1979 the cumulative
impact of Indonesia's counterinsurgency tactics had resulted in
the loss of much of Fretilin's territory and the regroupment of a
large proportion of the population into "strategic hamlets."
The task of reorienting Fretilin strategy to fit the new circum

stances was not easy. Although some Fretilin leaders saw the
need to shift to a strategy of people's war fairly soon after the
Indonesian invasion, others disagreed. The wide range of polit
ical positions represented in the Fretilin leadership, which was
an asset prior to the invasion, now became an obstacle.

The two hospitals in Dili have been con
verted into militaryhospitals and only In
donesian soldiers are treated there.

In his December 1979 interview, Araujo explained some of
the difficulties encountered in consolidating the organization
around the new line:

The situation on the battlefield has changed mainly due to
weaknesses in our organization. I say weaknesses because of
the historical development of Fretilin as a front. In a very
short time, it had to develop very quickly. We were also
forced—in a very short time—to face tremendous offen
sives from the imperialist forces represented by Indonesia.
.  . . But fthe organization] lacked in many respects a sound
ideological basis. 1 refer mainly to the leadership of the
Central Committee of Fretilin; I refer to our army. In the
beginning, some sectors thought the war would be ended
very quickly and so wrong ideas were spread inside the
organization, which also had their effects in the army. The
army itself originated from the colonial army and it had a
different understanding of the role of the army. That's why,
during this period, some elements thought that the war

-xi

material, that is, the material equipment, would be the
decisive factor for the victory in this struggle. But in fact, in
the last two, three, four years, nothing has come in from
outside. They thought immediately that the war, the resis
tance, was not possible and would not be victorious. As a
result, many of these people surrendered. And of course we

.  can say that this weakened our resistance. This situation left
many empty spaces in many regions, into which the Indone
sian forces were able to penetrate.

stmJpTp?nl'° development of new fonns ofstruggle ,n the same interview. The military srruggle he point-

rei iccu"!; the" in the
reasants^mo the Indonesians. "We must combine the
oSrsectorrrT'"' "" of the workers andother sectors of our society. . . . How can we organire strikes?

11!

Fretilin run literacy school

How can we organize a cultural movement and a cultural
resistance ? This is what I consider new forms of struggle.
The very success of Indonesian military tactics has made

these new forms of struggle imperative. By herding the bulk of
the population into "strategic hamlets," for example, the In
donesians have forced Fretilin to develop their capability for
clandestine forms of political struggle. Indonesian brutality has
assured a steady supply of Fretilin recruits. A letter from East
Timor dated March 8, 1980, says: "There are people who
surrendered four years ago now being executed by the
[Indonesian troops], just because they [the Indonesians] heard
information that they had assisted Fretilin. In the face of these
atrocities, discontent reigns, and the people return tot e us .
1 he Indonesians say, it's not good to continue in the bush, but
i^hen we surrender to them, they shoot us. The best t ing is to

i^he bush to fight until death." ,
There are indications that the new strategy has finally taken

ml ^^der the new leadership. After the death o o ̂the Fretilin external front announced that t
^as being jointly assumed by Vice President Mau Lear, a i

Political Commissioner Vincente Sa'he and Mm.ster of Edu-
^^tion and Culture Hamis Basarewa. The
on y the most recent of a series of small Fretilin tactica
ince the beginning of 1980. A month and a half be or
tacks, a Fretilin unit attacked and destroyed a co

fodonesian trucks hauling rice on the road from Dili to Eim
in P'-hl- Representative Jose Ramos , borderj;;^eastem sector, the south coast region and the borde^
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area, small Fretilin guerrilla units are constantly harassing Indo
nesian forces. Reports from Dili and Jakarta say that the Indo
nesian military has suffered an average of 20 casualties per week
in the Lospalos region (eastern sector) alone. The two hospitals
in Dili have been converted into military hospitals and only
Indonesian soldiers are treated there.
The longer the war lasts, the more difficult it will be for the

Indonesians to sustain it. For Fretilin, the longer the war lasts,
the more time there will be to consolidate new forms of political
resistance to strengthen and supplement the armed strugggle.
Fretilin faces the future with renewed hope for victory. Gen.
Murtopo and Secretary Holbrooke will have to postpone their
celebrations. O
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FROM THIS TRAMPLED SOIL,
A NEW PERSON

Fransisco Borja—
A Poet of Timor

Like other anti-colonial movements, the Timorese inde
pendence movement has had to confront serious cultural
tensions, because its leadership came from an elite chosen

and educated by the colonial power. In East Timor, the gap
between the Portuguese-educated leadership and the majority
of the island's population was particularly wide, because there
was no written version of Tetum, the language of most Timor
ese. Ninety percent of the people were illiterate. The life and
art of Francisco Borja da Costa, a revolutionary Timorese poet,
illustrate the depth of the gulf to be bridged and the ways in
which Fretilin approached the task.

Borja was bom on October 14, 1946, as the son of a tradi
tional chief. As a child, Borja leamed to read in Portuguese,
although he spoke in Tetum, and he began to read voraciously
in his early teens. Like many Fretilin leaders, he studied at the
Jesuit primary college at Soibada and at the seminary at Dare. In
1964 he left the seminary to work for the Portuguese adminis
tration of Timor. He performed compulsory national service in
the Portuguese army from 1968-71 and then retumed to the
government administration. During this time, Borja began to
think about the subjugation of Timorese life under Portuguese
rule, while developing the confidence to speak out against
racial discrimination.
By 1970, when the future leaders of Fretilin formed an illegal

anti-colonial group in Dili, Borja was ready to join. But he
dated his real politicization from his move to Lisbon in Octo
ber, 1973. There he worked with Casa dos Timorense, a center
for Timorese nationalists abroad, and there he was profoundly
affected by the Portuguese "flower revolution" of April 25,
1974- In Lisbon, the Timorese had their first opportunity to
read the works of such writers as Brecht, Neruda, Gorky, Mao
and Marx. And perhaps most important, they developed ties
with the national liberation movements of Portugal's African
colonies, Mozambique, Angola and Guinea-Bissau. Mean
while, with the liberalization of colonial policies, activists in
Dili were able to form the first legal Timorese nationalist
organization, known asASDT (Associacao Social Democratica
Timorense). ASDT later became Fretilin.
Soon the Lisbon Timorese were working with ASDT to

develop a political program. For Borja, the primary focus was on
creating resources for a literacy campaign, with their first task
the alphabeticization of the Tetum language. Together with
other cultural workers, Borja turned to Timorese folklore and
traditional culture. The "Maubere," illiterate mountain people

This article is excerptedfrom Revolutionary Poems in the
Struggle Against Colonialism byJill JolliJJe.JolliJJe is an
Australian journalist who has followed events in East Timor
closely since 1975.

despised by the Portuguese, became a symbol of national pride
to the Portuguese-educated nationalist leaders. In a double-
pronged attempt to reconcile themselves with their traditions
and to reach out to the illiterate Tetum-speaking majority of
1 imorese, Borja and his colleagues later went into the remote
interior themselves to take the literacy campaign to the people.

I hrough all of these experiences and efforts, Borja wrote. His
poems and songs used traditional forms to express modem,
nationalist sentiments, incorporating concrete, daily images
such as the planting of rice to call for national freedom. In
cultivating rice Timorese use a buffalo not to pull a plow but to
trample the paddies and break up the clods of earth in prepara
tion for planting. Thus Borja wrote:
We must

from this
trodden

trampled soil
create

a new person

We must

irrigate
this soil
with sweat,
with love

fertilize it.

sltn'^orTun^ Tetuxn. Borja interrded his poems to be
treated poetrv R^r' ■ ' ^ culture had always
with the libetation ̂ veme^rf oth^ p'
and with supportets in PortZl 7and images'of Timomse rAU
product of political struggle and wer^T ' H?" 7T '
Between September and Deceit 197, k''* p '
trolled East Timor its .. "T" 7", whenFretil.ncon-
everyday along with ttaditionauSi^' '
dutingThfsTeriodTaStrafstreets of Dili knocked our no j
display on wall posters. A natbnTu" "'7' 7
(East Timor), printed ten issulr p
as Botia's 0 Critn rin e u , ' 'deluded such wotks
Ma!Sem So^dfet Cty of the
Central Committee '"f°™3tion on Ftetilin'shoped to stud;':;hX P -tr''"™r'"''p-"^
dence. But on Decembe^ 7 197?^""
murdeted by invading Indorie, an ""7
Borja da Costa was 30 years
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Mount Ramelau

Eh! Mount Ramelau, Mount Ramelau, eh!
wh your peak ?

STRl.
ĥead forever bowed?
ir children enslaved?

(/oze Uke chickens?

'<■ children doze like slaves?

]  could 1
«  . rr-^ ̂ he mountain is white

JiiSSt i las risen

denceI ' ew sun is over your village
W3,S tOC^ ^

Awake! Take the reins of your own kuda
Awake! Take command of our own land!

'^^m-work bifgades ^oing to villages
Mai: What is the Reason?

Rnf- kokodele ke le rnd ■^  ̂ ^^le mairade kokodele hele lal-oi
is it that makes your comis it that makes your rice uotflo

is it that makes your stomach
is it that makes your sweat not ij-
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Assassins

(Poetry on the action of colonialism is a form of liberty for colonised peoples )
Silence my reason
In the reason of your laws

Suffocate my culture
In the culture of your culture _

Smother my revolts
With the point of your bayonet

Torture my body
With the chains of your empire

Subjugate my soul
With thefaith of your religion Timorese inde- despised by the Porti

ont serious cultural to the Portuguese-ec
Plunderers "om an elite chosen pronged attempt to i
Assassins ast Timor, the gap and to reach out to
Murderers p majority Timorese, Borja and
Robbers interior themselves tc

age of most Timor- Through all of thes
My land, my people The life and poems and songs us
Bathed in blood, Timorese mer.. natiojialist sentimen
Drained, exhausted

Barbarous civilisers: a nation of demagogues
Brutal colonialists: an empire of pillagers

In the point of the bayonet
Is carved the trail of your progress \
In the point of my bayonet H; ^ j
Is carved the history and the form ofmy liberation p." >' \

despised by the Portu

!W

guese, became a symbol of nail
to the Portuguese-educated nationalist leaders. In
pronged attempt to reconcile themselves with thei
and to reach out to the illiterate Tetum-speaking
Timorese, Borja and his colleagues later went intoi
interior themselves to take the literacy campaign to |
Through all of these experiences and efforts, Borjd

poems and songs used traditional forms to expra
Pationalist sentiments, incorporating concrete, di
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One Minute of Silence

Be silent

mountains

valleys and springs
rivers and streams

stony ways
and grassy reaches,
be silent

Be silent

canes and bamboos

bushes and eucalyptus
palms and grasses
endless verdure
of tiny Timor,
be silent

i

Be silent Be silent | fl . JS
birds of the air your silence, our silence \ < ku
and waves of the sea FOR ONE MINUTE S
winds that blow It is a time for silence | 1^-' n
on sands thatflow for the silenced time [; P'
in lands that no-one owns, for the life times lost \ //
be silent the lives given ^ y/, '

FOR THE HOMELAND '
FOR THE NATION

FOR THE PEOPLE

FOR OUR

LIBERATION

BE SILENT—ONE MINUTE OF SILENCE

'tr

Jose Ramos Horta. Fretilin's obserxier at the United Nations

In contrast to other liberation struggles, the diplomatic aspect
ofthe East Timorese struggle has been of crucial importance. The
Indonesian invasion in 1975 was so patently illegal thatwith
more international support, it might have been possible to impose
sanctions. Fretilin continued to hold the bulk of Timorese terri
tory until as late as 1978, so that an internationally-enforced
Ldonesian withdrawal would have been politically feasible.
Even after Indonesian troops took control of most of the island,
international pressure could have mitigated their murderous
^ounterinsurgency tactics by forcing the Indonesians to allow
^^ternational observers on the scene. .

^utas Fretilin poet Francisco Borja da Costa observed during
ihe months before the invasion, ''Timor, his country, was very

.  .It was too small for the superpowers to care about. Their
policies were based on expediency, but it was not expedient to
Nfend Indonesiafor the sake of a small country. Timorese would
surely have to fight for themselves." (Conversation with Aus-
i^alian journalist Jill joliffe.) Because governments did nf want
^0 offend Indonesia, East Timor became a pawnfor the diplo-
uiatic maneuvers not only of Western countries but also oj major
socialist powers.

A majority of the members of the United
supported East Timorese independence and se Wetemi-
nation in resolutions passed every year since 197 . e

diplomatic impact of U.N. support, however, has been eroded
by a gradual decline in the number of supporting countries arid
the watering-down of the language of the resolutions, in 19/5,
72 countries supported the General Assembly resolunon con
demning the Indonesian invasion. In the same year, the Secur
ity Council endorsed the General Assembly resolution unani
mously. By 1978, the number of countries supporting the by-
t^ow diluted resolution had declined to 59, although it in
creased again to 62 by 1979.

EAST TIMOR'S
DIPLOMATIC
STRUGGLE

International support
could have guaranteed
East Timor's indepen
dence, but Indonesia
was too important to
offend.

The 1975 resolution said that the United Nations "strongly
deplores the military intervention of the armed forces of In
donesia in Portuguese Timor." The resolution also explicitly
called upon the government of Indonesia "to desist from further
violation of the territorial integrity of Portuguese Timor and to
withdraw without delay its armed forces from the territory in
order to enable the people of the territory freely to exercise their
right to self-determination and independence." The 1979 reso
lution did not mention Indonesia at all, even as it reaffirmed
the". . . rightofthepeopleofEastTimortoself-determination
and independence" and expressed its ". . . deepest concern at
the suffering of the people of East Timor."
The erosion of support at the United Nations for the East

Timor struggle was only partly the result of Indonesian maneuv
ering and active U.S. and Australian assistance. It also has to
be ascribed to the inconsistency and less-than-active support of
some socialist countries. Although the Soviet Union, for exam
ple, has voted in favor of all the resolutions, it hasnotplayed an
active role in support of East Timor. In 1975, the Soviet U.N.
representative excused himself by saying that his government
did not know enough about East Timor, a lame excuse at best.
According to Fretilin sources, the Soviet ambassador in Jakarta
was informed of the decision to invade before it actually
happened.

In 1979, when the Soviet Union, Vietnam and Cuba were
vainly trying to unseat the representative of Democratic Kam
puchea in favor of the Vietnam-sponsored Heng Samrin gov
ernment, an attempt was made to woo Indonesia and her allies
with the promise that support for East Timor would be dropped.
When this diplomatic deal" fell through, these countries end
ed up supporting the East Timor resolution. Vietnam, which
had absented itself from the 1978 vote, returned to the ranks of
East Timor supporters in 1979. The Eastern European countries
abstained.
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Diplomatic jockeying around the issue of East Timor has also
included the government of Democratic Kampuchea. Thus,
although the government of Democratic Kampuchea supported
the East Timor resolution in 1976, it absented itself from the
vote on the resolution in 1977, 1978 and 1979. U.N. observers
point out that Democratic Kampuchea's withdrawal from ac
tive support of the East Timor resolution is a quid pro quo for
ASEAN support against the Vietnamese.

In 1976, the fifth summit of heads of state and governments
of the non-aligned countries, held in Colombo, Sri Lanka,
stated in its final declaration that the movement "Reaffirms

the United Nations General Assembly and Security Council
resolution concerning the question of East Timor." Of the 85
members of the movement, only 10 members, including Indo
nesia, opposed the resolution. Three years later, the sixth
summit, held in Havana, Cuba, in September 1979, again
reaffirmed the U.N. resolutions.

The final resolution on East Timor in Havana tells only part
of the story, however. Behind it is a tangled series of diplomatic
moves by Cuba and Vietnam. In an attempt to persuade Indo
nesian president Suharto to attend the summit, and to win sup
port for the Heng Samrin government of Kampuchea, Cuban
authorities promised to keep East Timor off the agenda. This
message was conveyed to Suharto by Cuban President Fidel
Castro's special envoy, L. Rodriguez Perez, minister of steel and
industry, during a visit to Indonesia in April 1979. (BBC
Summary of World Broadcasts, April 13, 1979.) During this
period, Vietnamese diplomats also tried to persuade several
African countries not to raise the East Timor question at the
summit.

The failure of these maneuvers became evident soon after the
meeting convened. Indonesian president Suharto did not come
CO the meeting. Under strong pressure from its ASEAN part
ners, Indonesia refused to support the Cuban and Vietnamese
move to unseat the representative of Democratic Kampuchea.
Although Timorese representatives were not allowed to come
to the conference, African countries led by Angola and Mo
zambique forced the inclusion of East Timor in the confer
ence agenda and the final declaration. In the end, Cuba and
Vietnam also supported the declaration on East Timor.

The most consistent supporters of Fretilin have been the
former Portuguese colonies Mozambique, Angola, Gui
nea Bissau, Sau Tome and Principe, and Cape Verde.

They have provided not only diplomatic and general political
support, but also material resources for Fretilin representatives
outside of East Timor. As Fretilin U.N. representative Jose
Ramos Horta put it: "Their solidarity has been remarkable.
They do not let themselves get pushed (into compromising their
support for us] by 'friendly countries.'"

Although information on support for Fretilin by Asian so
cialist states is less clear-cut, it appears that the Peoples Repub
lic of China provided material assistance until only a few
months ago. In January 1980, Reuters reported that Rogerio
Lobato, Fretilin defense minister, had said in an interview
that China had halted all aid to Fretilin. Mr. Lobato was also

' They do not let themselves get pushed
.  . .by 'friendlycountries.'"

reported to have said that Vietnam and Algeria had made up for
the loss of Chinese help. {Manchester Guardian, January 14,
1980.) Other Fretilin sources say that Vietnam did not provide
any assistance during the 1976-79 period. The government of
Dernocratic Katnpuchea, the same sources say, provided train
ing facilities within Kampuchea until its overthrow in 1979.
Some of East Timor's erstwhile supporters have tried to

justify their diplomatic compromise by saying that the Fretilin
struggle IS lost, or at best, that other struggles take precedence
at certain points Even if one were to discount the political
opportunism of this position, it does not accord with reality.
While diplornatic support for East Timor declined between
1976 and 1978, the situation there was drawing much more
attentmn by mid-1979. Although international concern has
focused on the humanitarian aspects of the plight of the East

JarcannoTb • h Substantive diplomaticgains cannot be altogether discounted. Now mote than at any
o her time East Timor needs the support of all individuals.
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East Timor still struggles for its independence. Despite a massive,
tive-year attempt by Indonesia to subdue the former Portuguese
colony, th^e Timorese liberation mvement, Fretilin, is still alive and
ig ting. Fretilin efforts are hidden, though, by a curtain of press
silence in the West. This issue of the Southeast Asia Chronicle looks

^  . .. at the way relief agencies have legitimizec
ten onesian invasion. . . at the history and present prospects of
reti in . . . and at the obstacles Fretilin has faced in the world of

international diplomacy. Q
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